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Find the missing end of the joke on the right side:
!

“I’ve read so many books about smoking and drinking that I’ve decided
to give it up.“
“Smoking or drinking?”
…”Reading.” ……….……………………

“Who put this violin in my
violin case?”
“Reading.”
“Shut up and keep digging.”

Gangster’s famous last words: !
…………………………………………………

“See! It works.”

Winston Churchill was at a party and he had too much to drink.
Woman: Winston, you’re drunk!
Winston Churchill: …………………………………………………………..

They’re all dead, sir.

“Are you telling people I’m stupid?”
……………………..……………………………

“Why, is it a secret?”

“Mummy, I don’t want to go to Australia.”
……………….…………………………………
“Why do elephants paint their toenails red?”
“I don’t know.”
“So that they can hide in cherry trees.”
“That’s stupid.”
“Have you ever seen an elephant in a cherry tree?
“No.”

And you’re ugly, but
tomorrow I’ll be sober.

Neither can drive a bus.
Baaaaad.
He can’t read.”
I bet twenty pounds that I
have.
Yes, as soon as it stops
raining.

………………………………………………………
What have a goldfish and a cat got in common?
……………………..………………………………
Romantic man: (On telephone) I’ll love you forever.
I would climb the highest mountain for you.
I would swim the widest ocean for you…
Girl: Are you coming to my house?
Romantic man: ……………………………………………………..
Headmaster: I’ve stopped gambling.
Friend: I don’t believe you.
Headmaster: ……….………………………………………………
Teacher: What can you tell me about the great musicians of the eighteenth
century?
Student: !…………………..………………………………………..
“I’ve lost my dog!”
“You should put an advertisement in the newspaper.”
“That’s crazy! ………………………………………

“Doctor, doctor, I’ve just swallowed a sheep.”
“How do you feel?”
……………………………

to decide: make up one’s mind
famous: well known
stupid: silly
in common: together, both
to gamble: to game, to bet
advertisement: anouncement
swallow: eat, consume
crazy: mad
case: box
to dig: to excavate
ugly: not pretty
sober: clear-headed
headmaster: Schulvorsteher

